Abstract. It is well known that a power of a right invertible operators is again right invertible, as well as a polynomial in a right invertible operator under appropriate assumptions. However, a linear combination of right invertible operators (in particular, their sum and/or difference) in general is not right invertible. It will be shown how to solve equations with linear combinations of right invertible operators in commutative algebras using properties of logarithmic and antilogarithmic mappings. The used method is, in a sense, a kind of the variables separation method. We shall obtain also an analogue of the classical Fourier method for partial differential equations. Note that results concerning the Fourier method are proved under weaker assumptions than those obtained in PR [l] (cf. also PR[2]). The extensive bibliography of the subject can be found in PR[2] and PR[4].
Preliminaries
Let X be a linear space over a field F of scalars of the characteristic zero.
Recall that L(X) is the set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X and L 0 (X) = {A <E L{X): dom A = X).
If X is a commutative algebra over F with a D £ L(X) such that the domain of D is a subalgebra of X, i.e. if x, y € dom D implies xy G dom D, then we write D G A(X") and foi^iV) -D(xy) -co [xDy + (Dx) y] for x, y 6 dom.D, where c^ is a scalar dependent on D only. Clearly, fo is a bilinear and symmetric form called a non- Leibniz component (cf. PR[2] ).
Thus the product rule for a D £ A(X) can be written as follows:
D(xy) = c D {xDy + yDx) + f D (x,y)
for x,y£domD.
We shall consider in A(X) the following sets:
• the set I(X) of all invertible elements belonging to X\ • the set R(X) of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X)-,
• the set TZD = {R £ LQ(X) : DR -1} of all right inverses to a D £ R(X);
• the set Tq = {F £ L 0 (X): Suppose that D £ A(X). Let a multifunction J? : domD 2 domD be defined as follows:
The equation
where graph Q = {(u,i) : u £ domZ) and x £ fiu}, is said to be the basic equation. Clearly,
The multifunction Q is well-defined and dom J? D ker D \ {0}. Suppose that (u,x) £ graph i?, L is a selector of Q and E is a selector of By definitions, Lu £ dom J? -1 , Ex £ doml? and the following equations are satisfied:
Any invertible selector L of Q is said to be a logarithmic mapping and its inverse E = L~l is said to be a antilogarithmic mapping. By G [Q] we denote the set of all pairs (L,E), where L is an invertible selector of J?
and E = L~l. For any (u,x) G dom Q and (L,E) G G [Q] elements Lu, Ex are said to be logarithm of u and antilogarithm of x, respectively. The multifunction Q is examined in PR[3] and PR [4] .
Clearly, by definition, for all (
If D G R(X) then logarithms and antilogarithms are uniquely determined up to a constant.
If D G A(X) and if D satisfies the Leibniz condition: D(xy) = xDy+yDx for x,y G dom/?, i.e. if CQ = 1, /p = 0, then X is said to be a Leibniz algebra. Clearly, if D satisfies the Leibniz condition then e G kerZ) and the Leibniz formula holds: 
By Lg(D) we denote the class of these commutative algebras with D G R(X) and with unit e G dom J? for which there exist invertible selectors of i?, i.e. there exist (L,E) G G [Q] , By L(Z)) we denote the class of these commutative Leibniz algebras with unit e G dom i? for which there exist invertible selectors of Q. By these definitions, X G Lg(.D) is a Leibniz algebra if and only if X G L(Z>) and D G R(X). This class we shall denote by L(D). It means that L(D) is the class of these commutative Leibniz algebras with D G R(X) and with unit e G dom Q for which there exist invertible selectors of f2, i.e. there exist (L,E) G G [Q] .
In the same manner we define logarithmic and antilogarithmic mappings of higher order. Namely let n G N be arbitrarily fixed. Suppose that D G A(X). Let a multifunction Q n : domD" 2 domDn be defined as follows:
Any invertible selector L n of Q n is said to be a logarithmic mapping of the 
Linear combinations of right invertible operators
We begin with PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that for n,rj,... ,rn G N we have for j = 1,..., n. Thus n n j=i it=i n n =£ n = (n**)i>( n ri «0 where Uj 6 kerDj fl I(X) (j = 1,.. .,n).
Proof. By our assumptions and Proposition 2.1, Dx -ax -0 and x = Ujùj (j = 1,.. .,n). Hence x -^ u jïïj. This, and Proposition 2.2 together imply (2.8).
• Proof. Proposition 2.6 and the Leibniz condition together imply that
Fourier method
In this Section we shall apply trigonometric mappings. In order to do it, we shall make use of the following condition:
[C]" F = C, n G N is arbitrarily fixed, X G Lg(D n ), fii -f2 and dom Q~l is symmetric, i.e. -x G dom fl n whenever x G dom Q n . DEFINITION 
(cf. PR[3], PR[4]). Suppose that Condition [C]i holds and (L,E) € G[Q\]. For ix € domi?i we write (3.1) Cx = + E(-ix)], Sx = ¿[£(i'x) -E(-ix)). 2 21
The mappings C and 5 are said to be cosine and sine mappings, respectively, or trigonometric mappings. Elements Cx and Sx are said to be cosine and sine elements or trigonometric elements.
• Following PR[3], PR[4], we shall list (without proofs) the most important properties of cosine and sine mappings and elements. We shall see that these mappings and elements have all properties of the classical cosine and sine functions.
Trigonometric mappings C and 5 are well-defined for all ix £ dom Q\ and they are even and odd functions of their argument respectively, i.e. The assumption that Xi,-Xi G uc-R ensures that Xig,-Xig G dom fi^1. In this case, -A 2 G VQR 2 .
DEFINITION 3.2. (cf. PR[2]). Let D G A(X)NR{X
). An initial operator F corresponding to D is said to be almost averaging if F(zx) = zFx whenever 2 G kerZ), x G X.
• Clearly, if F is multiplicative then is also almost averaging, but not conversely. FO, FI, F2 are almost averaging initial operators corresponding to Ro,Ri G , iZ2 € HDI, respectively, 52 = Ri^, there exist a A such that iX G v^R2, -X 2 g2 G dom (î2( 2) ) -1 , z0,zj G ker£>i, z2 G ker£2 H/(A") and
is a non-trivial solution of Equation (3.4).
Proof. By the Leibniz condition, v = z2E {2 \-X 2 g2) G I(X). Then
Since u G ker(£>2 + A 2 /), in a similar manner, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get • Proof. Following the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we prove that x = uv and FQX = F\x = 0. By our assumptions, D2u = 0, F2R2 = 0, F3R3 = 0, v = -X 2 R2R3, hence D2v = -X 2 R3v.
Since F2 and F3 are almost averaging, we get
F2X -F2(uv) -uF2v = -X 2 uF2R2R3v
-0, Clearly, a linear combination of solutions of any problem considered above corresponding to the eigenvalues An, is again a solution of that problem.
We should point out that we do not assume any right inverse under consideration to be a Volterra operator.
Without essential changes all results of Section 3 can be proved for almost Leibniz algebras with c^ = cq2 = 1, i.e. algebras such that fDj(x,zi) = fo2{x,z2) whenever x £ dom D\ fldomZ^ z \ £ kerZ?i, z2 G kerD2.
